NYU Langone Pathology Associates
Managed Care Participation List

AETNA HMO
AETNA INDEMNITY
AETNA MEDICARE
AETNA POS
AETNA PPO/EPO
AFFINITY
AFFINITY EXCHANGE–ESSENTIAL
CIGNA EPO/POS
CIGNA PPO
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD EPO
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD HLY NY
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD HMO
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD INDEMNITY
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD MEDIBLUE
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD PATHWAYS /
PATHWAYS ENHANCED
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD POS
EMPIRE BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD PPO
ELDERPLAN
FIDELIS CHLD HLTH
FIDELIS EXCHANGE
FIDELIS FAM HLTH
FIDELIS MEDICAID
FIDELIS MEDICARE
GHI
HEALTHPLUS CHLD HLTH (AMERIGROUP)
HEALTHPLUS FAM HLTH (AMERIGROUP)
HEALTHPLUS MEDICAID (AMERIGROUP)
HEALTHPLUS MEDICARE (AMERIGROUP)
HEALTHREPUBLIC
HEALTHSMART (WTC)
HIP ACCESS I
HIP ACCESS II
HIP CHLD HLTH
HIP EPO/PPO
HIP FAM HLTH
HIP HMO
HIP MEDICAID
HIP MEDICARE
HIP POS
HOTEL TRADES
HUMANA MEDICARE
LOCAL 1199 PPO
MAGNACARE PPO
MEDICARE
METROPLUS CHLD HLTH
METROPLUS EXCHANGE PLANS
METROPLUS FAM HLTH
METROPLUS MEDICAID
MULTIPLAN/PHCS PPO
NYS EMPIRE PLAN
OSCAR
OXFORD EXCHANGE
OXFORD FREEDOM
OXFORD LIBERTY
OXFORD MEDICARE
OXFORD MOSAIC
RAILROAD MEDICARE
TOUCHSTONE MEDICARE
TRICARE
UNITED HEALTHCARE COMMUNITY & STATE PLAN
UNITED HEALTHCARE EPO
UNITED HEALTHCARE HMO
UNITED HEALTHCARE MEDICARE
UNITED HEALTHCARE POS
UNITED HEALTHCARE PPO
UNITED HEALTHCARE NYULMC EMPLOYEE PLANS
UNITED EXCHANGE–COMPASS
VNS MEDICARE
WELLCARE CHLD HLTH
WELLCARE FAM HLTH
WELLCARE MEDICAID
WELLCARE MEDICARE

NYU Langone Faculty Group Practice may participate with other products offered by the managed care plan. Please contact the managed care plan to confirm provider’s participation in other products not listed above.

List as of April 13, 2015